Abstract. A class of algebras with a ternary composition and alternating bilinear form is defined. The construction of a Lie algebra from a member of this class is given, and the Lie algebra is shown to be simple if the form is nondegenerate. A characterization of the Lie algebras so constructed in terms of their structure as modules for the three-dimensional simple Lie algebra is obtained in the case the base ring contains 1/2. Finally, some of the Lie algebras are identified; in particular, Lie algebras of type Ea are obtained.
1. A class of ternary algebras. We shall be interested in a module 3JÎ over an arbitrary commutative associative ring <$> with 1 which possesses an alternating bilinear form < , > and a ternary product < , , > which satisfy (Tl) <[x, y, z> = <j, x, z> + <x, y}z for x, y, z e 9K; (T2) <x, y, z) = <x, z, y} + (y, z}x for x, y, z e m ; (T3) «.x,y, z>, w> = «x,j, w>, z> + <x, j><z, w} for x,y,z, weWl; [April (T4) «x, y, z>, v, vv> = «x, v, w}, y, z> + <x, {y, v, w), z> + <x, y, <z, w, v}} for x, y, z,v,we SOI. We can define a four-linear form q on 9Jt by (1.1) i7(x, J, z, vv) = «x, y, z>, w> for x, y, z, w e 9K.
Axioms (T1)-(T3) then yield q(x, y, z, w) = q(y, x, z, w) + <[x, j><z, vv> (1.2) = q(x, z, y, w) + (y, z><x, w) = q(x,y, w, z) + <x, j><z, iv> for x,^z.we 9K.
An easy consequence of (1.2) is (1. 3) q(xln, x2n, x3", x4jî) = t7(x1; x2, x3, x4) for x¡ e 9JÍ and 77 e A", where K is the permutation group {1, (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)}. By (T4), we have \\\Xy, x2, x3y, x5, x6>, x4>
= \\\Xj, X5, Xe/, x2, x3), X4/ + \\Xi, \x2, X5, Xg/, X3/, X4/ + «Xy, x2, <x3, x6, x5», x4> for Xj e m.
Using (T2), we see -\\\*1> X2, X3,>, Xg, X5}, X4J + \\\Xy, x5, x6X x2, x¡¡), X±) + \\*i> \X2, x5, Xg/, X3X x±) + \\Xy, x2, \X3, X5, Xe)y, X4/ = 2<[x5, Xg)«7(x1, x2, x3, x4).
Using (1.3) this last identity can be rewritten as O-4) 2 «*!' *2' X3>' <*4' *5' X6>>" = 2<*5' xs>a(xi, x2, x3, x4) for x¡ e 9ft, where K is considered to be a subgroup of the symmetric group S6 and the superscript 77 means 77 is applied to each subscript i of the x¡'s. If < , > is nondegenerate and O is a field, then (1.1) and (1.2) imply (T1)-(T3) and the argument used to establish (1.4) can be reversed to obtain (T4). Thus, we have shown Lemma 1. If a vector space 9K over afield <I> possesses a nondegenerate alternating form < , > and four-linear form q( , , ,) satisfying (1.2) and if< , , > defined by (1.1) satisfies (1.4), then < , > and < , , > satisfy (T1)-(T4).
We shall now give two examples of 9Jt, < , > and < , , > satisfying (T1)-(T4). Example 1. If O is a commutative associative ring with 1 containing \~ with i + i= 1 and 9K is a 0-module with an alternating bilinear form < , >, then < , > and < , , > defined by <x, y, z>=|(<*, y>z+<y> z>x+<x, z)y), x,y, zeWl, satisfy (T1HT4).
The verification of Example 1 is straightforward, and we omit it. A more complicated and more interesting example is Example 2. Let S = S(Ar, 1) be a quadratic Jordan algebra with 1 over a field O constructed as in [5] from an admissible nondegenerate cubic form N with basepoint 1. Recall yUx = T(x, y)x -x# xy where P( , ) and x-> x# are respectively the associated nondegenerate bilinear form and quadratic mapping and xxy =(x+y)*-x#-yfi, x,ye%. Let m = {(°¡, ag}\«,fie*;x,ye3\.
(1-6) <*i, x2, x3y = y j where y = axß2a3 + 2axa2ß3 -a3T(ax, b2) -a2T(ax, b3) -axT(a2, b3) + T(ax, a2xa3), c = (a2ß3 + T(b2,a3))ax + (axß3 + T(bx,a3))a2 + (axß2 + T(bx,a2))a3
-axb2xb3 -a2bx xb3 -a3bx xb2 -{axb2a3} -{axb3a2} -{a2bxa3}, 8 = -y", d = -c", where a = (aß)(ab).
(Note y" is the term obtained from y by interchanging a and ß as well as a and b.) If we define q( , , , ) by (1.1), we shall show that the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. Actually we shall show (T1)-(T3) and (1.4), which is clearly sufficient since T( , ) nondegenerate implies < , > is also. We see y -y(12) = <x1, x2}a3 since T(ax, a2 x a3) is symmetric in all three variables. Also, c -ca2) = <[xx, x2}a3. Since <Xi, x2)a= -<[xx, x2>, we see 8 -8a2) = <[xx, x2yß3, d-da2) = (xx, x2yb3, and (Tl) holds. A similar argument establishes (T2).
To show (T3), we shall show q(xx, x2, x3, x±)=q(x2, xx, x4, x3), which with (Tl) yields (T3). We note q(xx, x2, x3, x4) = yßi + y'at-nc,
-(a^T(ax, b3) + axß3T(a2, bi))-(axßiT(a2, b3) +a2ß3T(ax, b4)) + (ßj(ax, a2 x a3) + a3T(bx x b2, ¿>4))-(T(a3, b2)T(ax, bt))
+ (axT(b2 x b3, b4) + a2T(bx x b3, hu + mia^aj, ¿>4)) 
which hold in 3.
We shall now give a verification of (1.4). Letting \X4, X5, Xg) we see that
where uL = {ub5ae} + {ub6a5} so T(uL,v) = T(u,vL°). Here we have used {a5¿>4a6} = T(bi, a5)a6 + F(64, a6)a5 -(a5 x a6) x b± and the symmetry of T(a, b x c).
We note that which holds in 3.
Finally, we note that 2"6K (y"ai -T(bx, b2 x b3)a¿)n and 2 (T(C, ai)+ßxT(a2 xa3, ai)+ß2T(ax xa3, ai)+ß3T(ax x a2, a^))" establishing (1.4).
2. Construction of the Lie algebras. Starting with a module 9JÎ over a commutative associative ring O with 1 which possesses an alternating bilinear form < , > and a ternary product < , , > which satisfy (T1)-(T4), we shall construct some Lie algebras.
First, we construct Sft = 55Í © <J>w and the associative subalgebra 2Í(9JÍ) of Hornos«, 3?) consisting of A e Horn« (9Î, 9?) such that uA e <Dm and 9JL4S9K. We let 21(501)-denote the Lie algebra structure on 9t(9K) where [AB] = AB-BA.
If we define U e 31(331)" by uU = 2u and xU=x for x e 93Í, then it is clear that U is in the center of 31(331-) ". We may also define p(A) e <D for A e 31(331)" by Hence, R(x, y) e 3Î*(93Î) for x, y e 331. Indeed {R(x, y) | x, y e Tl} u {(7} spans an ideal «R(93c-) of m*(Tl). We note that if < , > represents 1, then (2.5) implies that ÍR(Ti) is spanned by {R(x, y)\x,ye 93Î}. Applying (2.4) to u we get If the subscripts of each term in parenthesis above are permuted cyclically and the resulting three terms summed, the summand will be zero. Hence, the Jacobi identity holds in <S, and © is a Lie algebra.
We shall next give a condition for simplicity of <B. Theorem 1. IfiRisa vector space over afield <t> with an alternating bilinear form < , > and a ternary product < , , > satisfying (T1)-(T4) and if © = ®(9Jt, Eft(9Jt)) is constructed as above then <B is a simple Lie algebra if and only if < , > is nondegenerate.
The theorem will follow from the next two lemmas, but first we shall define an ideal of 9JÎ to be a subspace S with <[xx, x2, x3y e & for xt e £f, x¡, xk e 5DI, /,/, k are not equal. 501 is simple, if 2Ä and {0} are the only ideals in Tl and CmWVmy^O. Proof. If xe Qf #931 an ideal of Tl, then <x, j/>z = <x, y, zy~(y, x, z> for all y, z e Tl implies x e Rad (33Î). On the other hand, we see «x,, x2, x3>, x4> = 0 for x, e Rad (TI), x¡, xk, x, £ 93Í, i, j, k, I not equal, by (1.3) . Hence, Rad (331) is an ideal of Tl. (3.14) [x^r = R(x, y), x,yeWl.
We note that (3.9) and (3.10) follow by definition, that (3.11) and (3.12) follow from (3.5) and (3.7) respectively, and that (3.13) is obvious. Since Since the kernel of <p is contained in ID', condition (iii) implies that «p is an isomorphism. Since «R(33l)ç3*'=(<D/i-l-S')<' by (3.14), we have © isomorphic to ©(33Í, 31') as desired. 4 . Identification of the Lie algebras. We wish to identify the simple Lie algebras ©(331, 3í(33í)) constructed as in §2 from the ternary algebras of Example 1 with < , > nondegenerate and of Example 2 with $ an exceptional simple Jordan algebra of dimension 27. We shall do this for O a field of characteristic zero. Since < , > remains nondegenerate upon extension of the base field, we may assume in both cases that <I> is algebraically closed. Example 1. We first consider the derivation algebra of 931 which we have identified with 2) ={Z) e m*(Tl) | />(£) = 0}. By (2.2) and (2.7), we have î)Çfi, the = 21, we have that S is a Lie algebra of type C, and dim 1> = /(2/+1). Since 1> is simple, we see that the inner derivation algebra S, = {2f R(x¡, y¡) \ 2i <x¡, y¡y = 0} = T> and «R*(93J) = «R(93l). Now ©(93t, 3t(33c-)) = 33i © 331 © <D« © <J>« © <D«7 © S>, so dim ©(331, 31(931)) = 4/+3 + /(2/+l) = (/+l)(2(/+l)-l-l).
By the classification theory of simple Lie algebras, we see that ©(331, 3i(93t)) is of type C¡ + 1.
Example 2. Again we look first at the derivation algebra ID. As before, D e D is skew relative to < , >. Thus, 0 = «x, y, zyD, w> + «x, y, z>, wZ3> = «xZ>, y, z>, w> + «x, yD, z>, w> + «x, y, zDy, wy + «x, y, z>, wZ)> for x, y, z, w e Tl, and D is skew relative to the four-linear form q(x, y, z, w) = «x, y, z>, w>>. Conversely, if D is skew relative to q and < , >, it is clear that D is a derivation of 93Î. If Q is the quartic form Q(x)=q(x, x, x, x), xe 93Î, and if Q(x, y, z, w) is its linearization, then we see by (1.3) and (1.2) that Q(Xy, x2, x3, x4) = 2_, 1\X\%i x2", x3", xin) = 24q(xy, x2, x3, x4) + ^4 where 54 is the symmetric group on {1, 2, 3, 4} and A is a sum of terms of the form <xi( Xy><x," x,>. Hence, D is skew relative to < , > and q if and only if D is skew relative to < , > and Q. Thus, 'S) = {De Horn* (931, 931) | Q(xD, x, x, x) ='0 and <xZ>, yy + <x, yDy =0,x,ye Tí}.
Calculating Q, we find forx= T Z), a,/3e<D, a,be%.
